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Introduction

 Beyond the Malthusian perspective

 Scope of this presentation
 Socioeconomic elements and future food demand
 Consistent modelling of pathways to sustainability
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Source: OWID, based on World Bank WDI Source: Fuglie et al., 2012



Drivers of food demand
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Economic growth will explains a large share of future demand
Total calories Meat proteins

 Diet composition changes with 
income growth
 Less starchy crops
 Animal products and seafood
 Dairy and eggs
 Oils and fats

Source: Gouel and Guimbard, 2017, AJAE

Source: Tilman and Clark, 
Nature, 2014
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Sustainability challenges

 Current demand towards products of higher environmental 
impact footprint

Source: Tilman and Clark, Nature, 20145



Other socioeconomic determinants

 Importance of socioeconomic heterogeneity: age and gender
 Example of India

 Physiological food requirements  Consumer-eq vs population growth
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Source: KC et al., 2017
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Role of urbanization and lifestyle

Source: USDA dietary guidelines

Daily energy needs from food intake (kilocalorie per capita per day)
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Food distribution and waste

 Inequality of income (Gini) 
determines poverty and 
undernutrition

 Availability approach to SDG2 
“More Food for All (MFA): +22%

 Targetted use approach to SDG2 
“Food for the Poor” (FFP): +3%

 Reducing waste and over-
consumption complementary

 Policies tackling food distribution 
more efficient than policies 
oriented towards production?

Source: Hasegawa et al., Nature Sustainability, 2019
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Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs)

Source: O’Neil et al., 2015



SSP Economy, livestyle, policies and institutions

Source: O’Neil et al., 2015
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GLOBIOM SSP scenario elements
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Crop yield development in GLOBIOM
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 Crop yield developments projected as a function of GDP per capita based on 
econometric estimation on 1980-2010, and 4 income group clusters.
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SSP projections in Integrated Assessment Models

Source: Stehfest et al., Nature Comm., 2019
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Decomposition of drivers on cropland area by 2050

Source: Stehfest et al., Nature Comm., 2019
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Energy sector GHG emissions Agriculture and forestry GHG emissions

SSPs are not sufficient to reach the SDGs
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Source: Fricko et al., 2017



Sustainability transformations
 Need to go beyond the changes in SSPs

 Need of nature-based solution for 
climate change mitigation

 Land restoration need for 
biodiversity

 Sustainability wedges
 More sustainable and healthy diets
 Less losses and waste along the food 

chain
 Increased yield productivity
 Massive land restoration programs
 Climate smart production practices
 More inclusive growth

 Food and Land Use Coalition report 
(released today!) based on GLOBIOM 
modelling
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Ambitious land use transformation scenario
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Implementation challenges of transformations
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Conclusion

 World population is growing…
 But also many other socioeconomic transitions currently taking place 
 Unprecedented sustainability challenges
 Evolution of other factors in the food and agricultural system

 Current SSP trends across IAMs insufficient to meet the SDG targets
 In particular climate change and biodiversity challenges

 More ambitious transformation (“Critical transitions”) needed 
 Beyond slight shifts in trends
 Large reallocation of land use for climate and biodiversity benefits 

without compromising food security
 Economically achievable
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Contact valin@iiasa.ac.at

Thank you !
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